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YourCastle InThe Sky.

The difference between zoom and zooooooooooooom.

you are not a duck

Formal Fun
Welcome
We are entering a ritualistic ceremony
Good game,
Good game,
Good game,
I trust you.
But when we are close it will be different
The curtains will open
And the hand performance will begin shortly
I’m sorry,
I’m sorry,
I’m sorry,
Have I gained access once again?
We shake and make up
Our performance is smooth
We are maintaining normal
I’m glad you are not carrying a concealed weapon
Thank you,
Thank you,
Thank you,
For the solidarity
But I’ll have you know that I’m judging you
After all
This is a personality interview
A sacred squeeze salamander
With Hera and Athena
Sitting in a tree
K-I-S-S-I-N-G
First comes love, then comes marriage,
Then comes a binding contract in a baby carriage.
Austrian’s like to shake hands with children
And if you’re in Switzerland, shake the woman’s hand
first.
The politician sandwiches my hand in a cocoon to say
he cares,
But he’s already gone.
Uncle Sam, I understand his hands are in demand.
Nice to meet you
Leukje te ontmoeten
Mucho Gusto

If I put out my hand, I’m making an offering that you
can’t refuse.
It’s a rule of the primitive gift exchange,
I give you a present, you receive it, and you repay me.
And don’t give me a dead fish.
We are equal
After all
Our invisible barrier is suspended for the moment
And we are about to do a little dance
Smiles will be exchanged and eyes will be addressed.

When we shake we are making brackets around the
occasion.
It marks the beginning and the end
And in the middle, we have access,
Hello Mark,
Hello Sam, Goodbye Mark,
Hello Dan, Goodbye Sam
Goodbye Dan.

But wait…do you know the secret handshake?
Will you give it to me?

I did not so receive it, neither will I so impart it.
How will you dispose of it?
Syllable it and begin.
You begin.
Begin you.

It was a pleasure
Hands are joining and inhabiting a ritual
It was a pleasure
Hands shaking are pretending to be hand shakes
It was a pleasure
See you soon,
See you soon,
See you soon,
It was a pleasure
Next time we’ll hug.
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On a visit to Bethlehem I was given a tour of the Narrative Museum,
in the basement of the Peace Centre on Manger Square. We entered from
a back street into a series of dimly lit rooms, recently designed and filled
with the latest museum display technology. The Palestinian curator led
us through the empty vitrines, whilst describing the stories and objects that
will be presented there in the future. The one historical artefact already
in situ was a column of building rubble, which, as far as I remember, he said
had been excavated when the site was refurbished. It clearly illustrated
several periods of occupation in the history of Palestine; a vertical slice
starting with Roman remains at the bottom, followed by the Ottoman period
and topped by the British Mandate. After the tour, the curator apologized
for being so brief and returned to yet another meeting with the projects
international partners; in order to argue over untold stories from the current
occupation that might one day fill the empty vitrines.
The streets in Ramallah were recently re-named and, it seems,
for the first time there is a city map available to visitors. Reading the map
is a lesson in Palestinian history, as the roads are now called after all those
who, since 1948, have been martyred in the struggle. Residents are not
familiar with these new names, however, and tend to navigate the city via
recognisable landmarks. Consequently I cannot say that I actually know my
home address. If you would like to send me a letter, in place of an address
please write my name, the city (Ramallah) and my telephone number.
A friend has assured me that when the letter arrives at the central post
office, they will call to find out where I am.
Yesterday I was stopped at a flying check-point on the road from
Bethlehem to Ramallah. All the passengers were asked to get out of the bus,
whilst an Israeli soldier checked our papers. When he learnt that I have
a British passport the teenaged soldier warned me not to go to Ramallah.
Without irony he said, “You know that it is dangerous there?” whilst
touching his gun.
This evening I visited the famous American Colony Hotel in
Jerusalem, where I am told foreign correspondents and diplomats retire
for a drink after a hard days work. The orientalist interior is decorated with
nostalgic historical details, including framed newspaper cuttings, which
I would guess are from the 1930s and 40s. In one room I saw a faded curfew
notice on the wall, presumably issued by the British Mandate authorities.
Presented as a picturesque backdrop to a cocktail, this authoritarian
symbol is comfortably placed in the ‘uncivilised’ past, as if these things
don’t happen here anymore.
The negotiators for the two parties recently held their first meeting
in more than a year. The atmosphere was described as positive because
an agreement was reached: to meet again. Although there were no breakthroughs on matters of substance, in all likelihood they will next time
be unable to reach an agreement to meet again.
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Last week burning tires
blocked the road to
Bethlehem, in protest against
a rise in the cost of living
under occupation. Whilst the
traffic slowly crawled around
the fire, I watched a
Palestinian boy from the
window of the taxi bus. He
walked back and forth
industriously between the
road and the desert, because
it would seem that there is an
inexhaustible supply of tires
out there in the dust.
Today I saw a sign outside
a disused shop in Ramallah
simply saying ‘soon’.
- 15 -

Shadows and Monsters
When I was young a close friend told me about a black man on the ceiling. The guy would
cling to the upper corner above his bed like a lizard and stare down at him with luminous
red eyes. For a long time this image persisted in my nightmares. I lost touch with the friend
and didn’t see him again until two years ago, when I ran into him at a reunion. He had
become a dentist, and I doubt he remembered that man on the ceiling. Whatever the case,
the black man has somehow become a part of my bedroom, and I have seen him on the
ceiling many times since.
I grew up in Khon Kaen Hospital because both of my parents were doctors there. We lived
in a doctors’ residence, a two-story wooden house. In memory it seems luxurious compared
to the apartment building that the hospital provides for its doctors now (actually, that hulking
dorm covers the ground where our modest Thai house once stood). My friends were the
children of other doctors who had finished their studies in Bangkok and were hot to start
putting the knowledge to work and itching to make babies. Doctors’ kids were a part of this
provincial outback, and we spent our time in uncomplicated ways. Even just walking around
was fun. We rode our bikes around the grounds and flew kites on the lawn in front of the
canteen. We would sit and wait for a pushcart to buy chewing gum or sail metal boats
on the pond in front of the walkway. Another thing we liked to do was sit in front of the
morgue to see the corpses when they were wheeled out on gurneys with their feet sticking
out from under the white sheets.
The thing that wasn’t fun was walking home alone at night. As I went along the path I could
hear the noise of my own footsteps on the gravel, but with every step I could also hear the
sound of someone following me. The faster I ran, the faster it ran after me. I always thought
that it was a ghost called a kongkoi, a type that had its feet on backwards. When it walked
it looked like it was turned around and heading away from you, and it made a noise —“kok koi
kok koi”. The sound of its footsteps as it ran after me seemed to get closer and closer. I didn’t
realize that all I was hearing was the sound of the pebbles my own feet were kicking back.
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At home at night there was usually a gecko on the outside of a window. These big lizards
latch their feet onto the glass pane and bare their pale stomachs. Sometimes there were eggs
dimly visible inside. (These days geckos are getting scarce because they are being caught
to sell to buyers from Malaysia and Taiwan who pay hefty prices for them. They say cells
from the tail can cure AIDS and cancer.) Sometimes my mother would show 8 mm movies
that she had shot and edited herself. She like to film flowers and the sea. Our favourite reel
was one she shot when my parents and older sister visited the USA. Sometimes she would
show slides taken on our different family trips. We would sit there in the little bedroom
in a hospital in the middle of nowhere looking at pictures of ourselves. It made me realize that,
in addition to her work as a doctor, my mother, in collaboration with the white-bellied gecko,
could conduct a mysterious ritual from her movie camera. She filled the room with images
of eastern seas, the Leaning Tower of Pisa, Niagara Falls, a wax figure of Liza Minnelli,
monks’ begging bowls being filled in the morning, my father playing tennis, a field of tulips.

In the darkness of my parents’ bedroom my older brother used to climb up behind the
clothes cabinet and I would follow along behind him to have a look. There we found boxes
of 8 mm porn movies that belonged to my father. The boxes had photos of foreigners having
sex in different positions. I had never seen pictures of a penis before except the ones in my
parents’ medical books, which usually showed the organ in a sorry state, dripping pus or bent
and misshapen. It came as a revelation there behind the cabinet to see men’s cocks that were
long and big and red and looked more than just healthy. They fixed the idea in my mind that
foreigners had bigger dicks than Asians, and this was especially true of the ones on the black
men we called negroes in those days. Their cocks were long and hard like cacti.
At our house we used Darkie brand toothpaste, which had a picture of a smiling negro
on the tube. As a kid I couldn’t brush my teeth without imagining the sound of the 8 mm
projector and the sight of those long black cocks.
Secrets. Excitement. The forbidden. Keeping things hidden. Lust and death. These are the
words that define cinema for me. It is like peeking at the corpses at the hospital, and my
ghosts are ancient and primeval, not like the ones in Korean and Japanese movies. There
is nothing majestic about them. They are bloody, full of pus and worms, and stink of decay.
For me movies are a rural rebellion in shabby dress. When I make a film I can’t resist going
into the forest where these rancid ghosts are because it makes me feel safe. I think of a film
as a personal rite in which it is appropriate to speak in whispers to a small circle of friends,
or to sit alone and dream frame by frame in a darkroom with a film printer, not at a museum.

di v ine delusion

Back in 2007 I wrote an article for the magazine Art Asia Pacific called “Ghost Nation”.
It was about the way ghosts and people exist together in Thai society, about the things
that are merely invisible and those that are truly invisible, “invisible invisibles”, the ones
that have been pushed down and out of sight by politics. That was five years ago. Today
I see even more of these ghosts. That is why I don’t want to stop talking about them.
We have common-people ghosts, military ghosts, monarchy ghosts, ghost monks, human
rights worker ghosts, and a crowd of others all packed into Thai society. The situation with
the monarchy is special, because you can’t talk about it openly. There is a ferocious law
to make sure of this, and anyone at all can cite it to bring charges against you. Not long
ago an old man was charged with insulting the queen in four SMS messages — and sentenced to five years in jail for each offense, a total of 20 years. He denied the charges
throughout and the court reciprocated by denying him bail until he died in prison after
coming down with stomach pains.
But don’t let that shock you. Be reassured that no matter what goes on we all live together
united by love. Regardless of how often we may be punched by love, we can only accept
the blows with a smile.
That barbaric law has been widely recruited for use as an attack weapon over the past few
years. Colour-coded shirts have blossomed as an indicator of angry political division. Yellow
ones stand for monarchists’ patriotism, while the supporters of an ex-prime minister, a suspect
in a criminal court case and currently living abroad in exile, wear red ones. Shirts of other
colours appear from time to time as different situations arise.
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Lying and keeping silent have become an important part of our daily lives. For example,
in interviews for professorships at one state university in the North, the applicant is asked
what “colour” he or she is. A wrong answer means that the application goes dead. Thailand
has been possessed by these colour ghosts to a cult-like degree that outsiders can’t imagine.
The most ordinary activities now require caution and forethought — deciding on the colour
of a new car, interacting with family members, assembling a crew to make a film, all to avoid
the battles of love.
Getting fed up with this colour psychology makes many of us imagine an escape from
the present by an eternal sleep. We embrace Acute Encephalitis Lethargica germs to dispel
our fears (of those ghosts), and let our minds slip into endless tropical hibernation.
I remember a woman I knew in Khon Kaen name Khio. She said that she had been
possessed by a malicious ghost called a phii phawb while she was in her village. At night
it made her so hungry that she left his house to catch ducks, chickens and dogs to eat the
entrails raw. I had thought that this kind of thing only happened in the movies, but Khio
insisted that she really had been possessed until the villagers called in an exorcist to drive
the ghost out of her. The exorcist chanted incantations while pounding some chillies
in a mortar, then smeared the chillies in her eyes. The burning pain made her blind for
a while, forcing the ghost to slip out of her body.
Ghosts roam in a world of darkness and enter ours to experience light.
Heat, searing political heat makes Isan, where I grew up, the place with the most interesting
light in the world. I can’t help being transfixed by its savage allure. Ghosts get together there
and have a wild time. In Nong Khai I was introduced to an old woman named Thuan,
the neighbour of my grandmotherly actress, Jen. Thuan was a professional gambler, and
she had such a gift for it that she was bringing home piles of money. Then one day she got
sick and felt so weak that she had to stay home in bed. Since no doctor could do anything for
her, she turned to a medium, who discovered that she had been possessed by a naga, a giant
snake spirit that lived in the underworld. Its name was Sila and it had travelled there from
Laos. The medium said that the spirit had been in love with her for many years and wanted
to marry her. Thuan wasn’t unhappy to learn that at her age someone could be in love with
her even though she had long been married with children. To cure her illness her family
arranged a wedding for Thuan and Sila the naga, who had no physical body. There were
conditions, though. Not only did Sila have to restore Thuan’s good health, he also had to give
her a beautiful, straight, shapely nose unlike the flat kind that are the general rule in Isan. (She
showed me her nose from every angle, insisting that it was straighter than it had once been.)
After that Thuan gave up gambling and became a medium, telling people’s fortunes by
letting Sila the naga possess her. When the spirit was in her she would yawn and let out loud
burps. As to any living and sleeping arrangements between Thuan and her two husbands,
one with a body, the other without, we mortals will probably have to remain in the dark.
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Ghosts and man have made an agreement to lavish beautiful souvenirs on each other.
We give eyesight to ghosts at times when the brilliance of natural light is too much for us.
Far back in the hazy past I saw a childhood friend invite a black ghost to come into his room
and live on the ceiling. We crave hallucinations in the same way that we want movies and
the illusions that life offers. Otherwise religion would be left to pull in its claws in melancholy
solitude and we would not perceive the glory of reality when we woke up.

Lisboa Constrictor
Hi there, my name is Jared Longfellow. I well,
well… how to say it, I was walking around by the
docks, the waterside. It was a beautiful morning.
The sun was glowing bright and I had that smooth
feeling like when you let the air out of your mouth
and you breathe a soft relaxing sigh; sweet safety,
trees kissing Mother Nature good morning; friendly
strangers walking by the love so long.
And then suddenly out of nowhere, this big snake
jumped out of the water and strangled to death
a whole bunch of intellectuals. WOW!
Now, you’re probably wondering how I knew they
were intellectuals. Well I saw the first victim
on the ground and he was wearing a T-shirt that
said on it, “I’m fine with Wittgenstein”. And then
I saw another innocent dead man with a T-shirt that
read, “I care about Baudelaire.” Right behind him
was a badass biker chick lying face down. She had
on a leather jacket and stitched to the back was
the phrase “I know what you mean Walter Benjamin.”
Next to her was a lonely bag left behind by one of
those poor souls eaten by the snake. It had printed
on it, “I never lose with Deleuze and YES YOU CAN
with Lacan, because you the man who gets a boost
while reading Proust, while riding a Ferrari with
Guattari, and you know more, you know more, you
know more from Bruno Latour!”
So after seeing all that, I made the educated guess
that the victims were smart folk, you know, with
all those words printed on their shirts and all.
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LOOKING at the SUN
By which is meant

– Don’t depend on the heavens
– Make the Mother(land) proud
– Struggle for a good Heart
– Sharpen your Philosophy

Privatise the Hereafter

TORSCHLUSSPANIK
By which is meant

The gibbet in the tree
The Castle Lager Lion
The Jacarandas after the rains
as a stranger I depart

THE FULL STOP
SWALLOWS THE
SENTENCE
By which is meant

A social solitude —
a rich emptiness

with minor incidents,
shallow water &
shallow trenches

LEAP BEFORE
YOU LOOK —
By which is meant

THE INVENTION
OF AFRICA
By which is meant

7 corpses in 3 minutes
defining the shoreline

Humiliation with name
contemptible

We leave all for the consideration of

ON

Vertical THINKING
By which is meant

an argument mired in nostalgia
a single voice looking for a
conversation

A SAFE SPACE for
STUPIDITY
By which is meant

ENOUGH
&
MORE THAN
ENOUGH
— Follow me

By which is meant
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One of the perks of the job is the increased self-respect that comes from
fighting back, comrades you can depend on, and ideas that help you see through
the bad times, and last but not least, being in an organization with a sense
of humor. ¶ No matter how one defines racial equality, it is hard to see how they
have achieved it. ¶ “I take it,” she said sternly, “that you’re serious about
Arsenal?” ¶ Finally, it may be related to an instinctive sense that the time
has come for another major change. I have no idea from which direction this one
will come. I never do. ¶ He leaned over and kissed her, and Melissa no longer
cared that her hands were tied. In fact, she rather liked it. That was the
beauty of being a writer. Research. ¶ “Knock off the ‘Dr. Evans.’ Call me David.”
“Okay—David.” ¶ She would henceforth, be better—in every sense of the word. ¶
“Oh, Lord, I wish Carter could hear you,” Marsh gasped. “I finally got something
right!” ¶ “I love you Ali, he said fiercely.” “I love you, too.” Just before
their mouths met, she whispered, “Welcome home.” ¶ Finally, she tried the
handle, to make sure that the door was locked. ¶ She paused and glinted another
look at him, catching the answering laughter in his own. “Rabbits!” they finished
together. ¶ Meantime, the border is open, and I wish my brothers and sisters
in the North — all of them — well. ¶ There is still much to be done. These
chapters do no more than point the way. They do not describe a final destination
for there is no such finality in a living society. ¶ “I hope you’re happy,” she
said to the panting dogs. So much for their little excursion to relieve the
drudgery of moving. ¶ The real choice is whether we come down on the side
of better governance or the side of the relative ease which the present system
gives to the executive. ¶ The hold on his being unclenched, tentatively. As
the plane rose, he felt his heart rising with it. ¶ I believe, or at least hope,
that the 1990s will be a decade of renewed questioning, experimentation and
reform in the United States. Although they were fashioned during the years of
ascendant Reaganism, The Challenge of Peace and Economic Justice for All provide
important resources for that renewal. ¶ The churches today are called to take
new risks and to change in attitude and activity towards and with children in
a faithful response to God. ¶ I wish I were more confident that the legislative
and the executive branches were going to face up to those responsibilities.
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I think it is more likely to happen at the local level than at the federal
level, which is a terrible note on which to close. ¶ I hope this book provides
a practical framework for those with the requisite passion to begin moving in
the right direction. ¶ Georgie allowed herself to feel a small spark of hope and
she leaned forward. “Cabbie, pull over, please.” ¶ “Haven’t you caused enough
damage,” he said? “Haven’t you done enough to us?” “Obviously, I didn’t do
enough,” I said, “or you’d be in jail.” ¶ Regina knew she was too tainted, to
[sic] controlling and to [sic] cynical to capture the brass ring but Carla had
the ability to love and be loved. ¶ It was unlikely that the Castro government
would, or more importantly could, take ‘steps’ deemed worthy of a positive
Bush White House response in the foreseeable future. ¶ The future of the nation
will ride on them. Unfinished business, no matter how intractable and laden with
danger, must be finished if the nation is to be kept safe. ¶ As Jeremy continued
thumbing through the book, his eye caught a quotation from Theodore Roosevelt:
“It is hard to fail, but it is harder still never to have tried to succeed.”
That sounded better. ¶ When he did stop, she didn’t let his hands go, but
settled them on her rib cage, just below her breasts. Peter took it from there.
¶ “All blood is red.” “Let’s try,” she murmured, brushing her lips against his.
“Let’s try.” ¶ She looked at Culley and smiled. “Yeah. I think it can.” ¶ But
as she swam toward Ross, who stood there, waiting for her, she wasn’t at all
certain if she was swimming towards sanctuary—or danger. ¶ Once they’d handed
over the corpse and filed the necessary papers he reckoned the least he could
do was buy her a drink. ¶ He had no alternative but to stay and take his chances
in Kenya. ¶ I can think of no more appropriate words to end this book. Thanks,
Terri, for reminding us of what we need most to resolve our unfinished business.
¶ “And what? What is he doing now?” “Smiling, simply smiling.” ¶ A smile touched
her lips as she gazed down at him. “Now until forever. I like that.” And then
she eagerly proceeded to show him just how much. ¶ “…We are never alone when we
feel another’s love. I needed to let you know that in order to make sure I left
no unfinished business behind.” ¶ This was how it was supposed to end, she
thought with a sigh. Them, together. It was all over, she thought, and it damn
well better be. ¶ Clearly, this level of participation is not enough. Women need
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to run for office more and force the American public to become accustomed to
seeing competent women in positions of power. ¶ They have been vilified and
marginalized, when in fact they should be commended for helping to bring about
a better society - one rooted firmly in a culture of human rights. ¶ As he walks
off, he thrusts his hands into his pockets, walking into the darkness with the
swaying gait of a man who is used to the sea. ¶ What ministry could be released
if only we believe in the full empowerment of all of God’s people! ¶ Write an
e-mail or make a phone call. You can never tell when the weight you’ve been
shouldering will slip away, leaving you a more complete and loving person. ¶ Do
you have “unfinished business” with God in the game of life? If so, Jesus Christ
is ready to finish your business…forever! ¶ There’s plenty of life and love
left in Dolly Parton. I plan to enjoy every blessed second of it. ¶ “Axel got
it this morning,” said Marv, “though how he got on their sucker list I don’t
know.” “What is is?” “Read,” said Marv. I read... ¶ You can’t forgive people who
don’t want to be forgiven. Reggie doesn’t yet seem ready for parole. ¶ But one
thing is certain – America must continue to produce men like Nolan Adam Summer
if it hopes to survive. ¶ The cheeky smile turned serene as a rush of love
overwhelmed her. ‘Well, good.’ She sighed. ‘That makes two of us, then.’ ¶ It
would have been overstating the case to say that she was happy; the most that
could be safely assumed was that she was no longer quite so sad. ¶ Their
laughter finally drowned out the diminishing cries of Patricia’s pleasure as the
sleigh swept forward to leave in its wake the timeless peace of the mountains
and a business well finished. ¶ We hope that our finished business will stimulate
some unfinished business in the reader, namely a strong desire to learn more
about and experience the excitement of personal process work. ¶ The is also
dignity in being treated as an individual who is able to make his or her own
decisions and is trusted to do so. ¶ Added to this is my belief that God plays
His role in history. I continue to trust that He may have good reasons for
finding our survival palatable. This is my starting point as I look towards my
seventieth birthday. ¶ It is 11 p.m. It is time. THE END. PS: I wish this diary
to be given to my brother Malek Ulrich Schiller. Thank you for respecting my
wishes. ¶ Jesus established the works of His own hands when He stretched them
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out on a cross, spoke His final words, and then gave up His spirit on our
behalf: “It is finished.” ¶ This book (along with several doctoral dissertations)
documents the school and the community’s vital ascension toward a summit
of equity and high achievement for all of its students, along with all the false
tops along the way. ¶ The smile didn’t leave her face. It was as if she hadn’t
heard what he said. “I have a suite at the Connaught.” She glanced at his side.
“And don’t worry, I’ll be gentle.” ¶ In the end, he found cold comfort in
his understanding of the events that occurred at the bottom of the world during
the austral summer of 1961-1962.

Everything is Political (I), 2011
Eric Baudelaire
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PRE-GREEK
BACTRIAN GREEK
SAKAS & PARTHIANS
KUSHANAS C

C 190 B.C.
90 B.C. - 30 B.C.
60 - 80 A.D.

*Reproduction of text from the information board found at the entrance of the archaeological site of Sirkap.

I. EXCAVATED AREA MEASURES 2000 FEET NORTH SOUTH AND 600 FEET EAST.
II. THE DEFENCE WALL SURROUNDED THE CITY INCLUDING EXCAVATED AND UNEXCAVATED AREA 3 MILES.
III. THE THICKNESS OF THE DEFENCE WALL VARIES FROM 15 TO 21 FEET. ITS HEIGHT VARIES FROM 20 TO 30 FEET.
IV. THE FORTIFICATION OF THE CITY WAS BUILT IN THE FIRST CENTURY B.C.
V. LAST OF THE BACTRIAN GREEK KING WAS OVERTHROWN BY THE SAKA CHIEF MAUES IN 190 B.C.
VI. GONDOPHARIES THE PARTHIAN KING CAPTURED TAXILA IN 19 A.D.
VII. ST. THOMAS THE APOSTLE VISITED THE COURT OF GONDOPHARIES IN 40 A.D.
VIII. VIMA KADPHISIS THE KUSHAN KING CONQUERED GANDHARA REGION AND WEST PUNJAB IN 60 A.D.
IX. .........CAPITAL WAS TRANSFERRED...... TO SIRSUKH IN 2ND CENTURY A.D.

PERIOD - I
PERIOD - II
PERIOD - III
PEROID - IV

STRATIGRAPHICAL SEQUENCE

THE SECOND CITY OF TAXILA DRIVES ITS NAME OF SIRKAP FROM THE LEGEND OF THE HERO RASALU AND THE
SEVEN RAKSHASAS WHO FED ON HUMAN FLESH. THE NAME OF THE DEMON WAS SIRKAP. THIS CITY WAS FOUNDED
BY BACTRIAN GREEK KING DEMETRIUS IN 190 B.C.
THE CITY
CIT REMAINS IN OCCUPATION FOR THREE CENTURIES UNDER THE SUCCESSIVE DOMINATION OF GREEK.
SAKA, PARTHIAN AND KUSHANA RULERS TO THE TIME OF VIMA KADPHISES, WHEN THE CITY WAS SHIFTED TO
NORTH EAST AT SIRSUKH IN 2ND CENTURY A.D. IN CONTRAST WITH THE IRREGULAR AND HAPHAZARAD PLANNING
OF THE FIRST CITY OF TAXILA (BHIR MOUND), THIS CITY WAS LAID OUT ON THE SYMMETRICAL CHESSBOARD PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC HELLENISTIC OF THIS PERIOD.

SECOND CITY OF TAXILA
CIR 2ND CENT. B.C. - 2ND CENT. A.D.

EXCAVATED REMAINS SIRKAP

SHOPS

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

.

STUPA

RESIDENCE

*Reproduction of sign boards found around the archaeological site of Sirkap.

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

APSIDAL TEMPLE

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

MAIN GATE
OF THE CITY

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

MAIN STREET

FORTIFICATION WALL

(CIR 1ST CENTURY B.C.)

2ND PARTHIAN STRATUM

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

WELL

1st Cent. BC. - 2nd Cent. A.D.

GUARD’S ROOM

Margalla Hills
National Park

*Sirkap

F-6
BLUE AREA

Islamabad

SUNGJANI

F-11

F-10G-9

G-11
TARNOL

google maps

G-13

THIS ROUTE
58 min by car
43.4 km

*Sirkap is an archaeological site, situated in the ancient city complex of Taxila in the province of Punjab in Pakistan, very close to
the capital city of Islamabad.

!
People Who Come From Places Like These

!

1. They can travel only in straight lines and turn only at right angles.
Insert grid here:

!
!

In Rumba, they secretly built a new capital city to surprise the people of the
country and once it was made, they said “Surprise! You have a new capital city!”
and so, many people were surprised to know that they had to move from one city
to another, but they would still be living in the Capital, so at least there would be
some consistency to their lives e.g. they could continue to tell people that they live
in the Capital.

!
!

2. They remain forever, the ﬁrst generation new citizens of a new city.
Insert new citizens here:

!
!

In Tispanak, they decided to build a new capital city and announced it. Once the
city was somewhat complete, they brought in the ﬁrst set of residents in special
trains. When they arrived in the new Capital, the new residents were greeted by a
band, garlands and ﬂower petals. These ﬁrst residents were workers and they
moved straight into their brand new, Government issued, Low Income Houses.
The ﬁrst, ﬁrst-generation Capital children were born here.

!
!
!
3. They share similarities with ﬁrst-generation new citizens of new
Capitals around the world.
Insert function here:

!
!

In Eginira, city planning and work was commissioned twenty years prior to the
planned move into the new Capital. Pieces of land were contributed by diﬀerent
tribes to make up the area of the new Capital. The Capital thus physically also
came together as a symbol of National Unity, which was its true purpose. No
expenses were spared in the making of the new Capital and it came to be known
as one of the wealthiest in the continent. Citizens now live in areas designated by
function and station and there is clarity of purpose all round.

!
!

4. They can arrive at automatic points of agreement by following the
intended patterns and systems inherent in the city’s master-plan.
Insert points of agreement here:

!
!

In Azbirl, the Capital was designed to fulﬁll all of 20th century’s urban principles,
while also ensuring harmony between all of the elements that make up its design.
Once the citizens arrived and started living in the city, movement between the
Monumental central Axis and the Administrative District avenue created a loop of
activity that propelled the residents of the city into an aerodynamic state of being.

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
5. They can make comprehensive aspirational plans based on
coordinates and predict fairly accurate results thereof.
Insert new aspirations here:

!
!

A new capital is now being planned for Typeg. The last capital was called NeoCapital hence the new capital, which is its extension by the sea, will be called
Neo-Neo-Capital. The funds will be provided by a private company so the
Government will not have to incur any costs.
The Neo-Neo-Capital will allow people from the Neo-Capital to ﬂow into a city that
will connect them to the water. There are also plans for the highest tower on land
which should give them access to a more far-fetched view of the surrounding
terrain and its innumerable possibilities.
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Medusa Crossed the
beauty found in simplicity of the
corridor below
the hi rise construction sites up above
Snakes are moving hair
She gives the stone stare
to the hi rise walls
and the toilet stalls
They all turn into cement construction
Medusa industrial build function.

Functional Medusa

LONDON EAST END WALKS

•••

London 134 G Kingsland Rd E2   					

12 June 2014

The fragrant rose Panama (Rondeletia odorata) originally from Panama and Cuba
appears all of a sudden at the next Estate House on my sight. Wile I am approaching
the unknown impressive full bloomed bush that it’s calling me with its amazing scent,
a bright green family of joyous parakeet take a playful U turn over my head. The bush
of this odoriferous rose Panama is about 6 to 10 feet high, with 2 opposite sessile 2”
oval to oblong leaves with wavy margins. The flowers are beautiful and fragrant tubular
reddish orange with yellow throat and tend to bloom as a group at the end of branches
up to 5” in diameter…
The fragrant rose Panama was collected first by Alexander Von Humboldt and Aimé
Bonpland in Mexico. Between 1799 and 1804, Humboldt traveled extensively in Latin
America, exploring and describing scientifically the region for the first time. His description of these trips was collected and published in an enormous set of volumes
published over a period of 21 years. The botanical name was published by Kunth in 1818
in the fourth edition of Nova Genera et Species Plantarum.
But this Tropical Rose, has appeared at the back of my door world and is now also
part of this bit of geography, in the terrains of the East End of Londinium or London
(in vulgar words) where is the place where I am talking from. Climate changes and
capricious winds have been rushing the lands towards a kind of exuberance that it’s
been growing and growing every day and to which I am witness during my daily walks.
Sensing the deep meaning of such appearing new fronds and flowers, for actually next
to the Panama Roses has also grown the Araucaria araucana, profusely embraced by
chunks of Aloe Polyphylla and many of the types of tree ferns forming groups on unexpected relations and shapes. Hosts of brightly plumed birds – “flamingos and frigatebirds, falcons and deep-water albatross” – have flocked into to this zone. From my
window I can see too, the 3 tallest buildings, as reference and totems, each protecting
the different sides of the area to where I ritually walk around each day.
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The walk, passes by the huge Geffrey Museum garden, that has become by now
almost a very dense forest. And the other estate housings show from its bricks and
concrete, green materialised substances self shaping, morphing as new plants, its
bright flowers coming out. Also appearing around are the Equisetum arvense and the
Cycade Dioon mejiae which common name is a Spanish translit. of Náh.—palma teosinte, palmera, teocinte, teocintle, teocsinte, teosinte, tiusinte, tusinte (all translate
as ‘Sacred Ear’, same name as Zea mays var. mexicana), teocinta (the female plant)
Tolupan—ti(ñ)úk pilling up in spiky bunches.
Then, in sudden turning points at my walks, I am surprised by whole huge jungle
bits that have grown on one night, with trees that stretch 30 m or more overhead and
the thick mat of their leaves and branches, intertwined with lianas and epiphytes, and
are now blocking the view of the sky — little sunlight reaches the ground floor. Roots
radiate from the bases of trees, while buttresses, like those in great cathedrals, rise up
along the trunks and help to support them. Between three and five levels of lush vegetation can be distinguished — the lone tallest trees, the closed canopy, shaded palms,
and the open forest floor. The high size of this new natural Gods, measuring up with the
concrete ones, the three tallest Brutalist buildings that divide my zone in three parts.
The Blocs of the Estate Houses, build all around the post WWII era onwards (as
huge bombed massive holes where spread across the east end) are geometrics of urban plans long forgotten. There are all the new developments and huge cranes, that
when I have to pass by, can only remind me of the mastodon Sauros with their long
necks. The heat and continuos rains, are making very slow their process of construction
and creating new areas of muddy lagoon like terrains. Huge Anopheles mosquitos are
rising in huge quantities and one can cross them easily when passing near the developmental lands. When I turn and go up to Fellows Court, to pay visit to The Column (there
is where I dance and stand still for a while just breathing slowly, so that the energising
matter that colludes all around can gather forces and feed my aural nodes) the flowers
and plants that I have been encountering, have mutated and grown on to almost double
if not gigantic proportions.
The song of birds is part of the strolls and are always evolving, transforming in new
variations as if their new companions arrived from such far and warmer zones are filling
them with joy and multiple sound resources.
This ritornellos are all coded mechanisms that remind me constantly of all the
connections that are about to happen and the coming back of the subterranean revolutionary net.
The extreme migration from the deep South and Tropics to the Island of Albion,
raises all questions about the new population inside the small cabin like estate housing
apartments. The native species, feel threaten and gather together in groups as to get
more force against the intruders. Even if Britishness is been highly deconstructed, it has
never the less, been able to survive specially all around the East End. Asians, Africans,
Turks and Caribbean all mingle wile very ornamented flocks of young continental youths
share the streets and crosses my paths. But the white native Saxons do not feel like the
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Romans they where mixed with once (as they too know) they, the islanders are more
ancient and brutal, more monstrous and rigidly disciplined too.
This Zone it’s been borrowed, it’s been re-claimed. Now is shared; the warmth of the
shift and the heat of the weather has affected all moods.
When passing by their opened windows, the scent of red curry mixes with fried fish.
The steam of boiling white rice floating next to huge Jasmine bushes coming out of a
balcony. Would it be possible that this zone’s perfumes could be getting a sweeter and
sourer scents? the air is filled with the racket of unfamiliar birds as white storks, macaws… and scarlet ibis dance around the jacaranda trees.

•••

London 134G Kingsland Rd E2

20 June 2014

The dreams are also of walks, and happen just as if the real ones, there is a series of
neighbours that seem to connect with each other in silence or by what is more known as
Telepathy. The relation between the new plants and the old ones, the recent new resident
in-migrated birds and out-coming flowers is a definite part on this phenomena. During
the dream, the Totem Buildings reveal me a parallel past, a call for re-interpreting my
walkabouts. Vines and jewelled moss hung from telephone wires hundreds of coconut
date palms, banyan trees, arbours of orchids, Tapioca plants, dahlias and roses, birds
everywhere, parakeets, rails, screamers, palmettos, banana trees, glossy rubber plants
lilies and bizarre fungi covering the grass like marine plants on a drained sea bed.
In the centre of the high street between the supermarket and the filling station an
enormous banyan tree has appeared, Its broad trunk has split the tarmac trowing out
pieces of torn macadam. The wide branches overhung the road and had rooted on the
sidewalks. Lilies grew from the forest floor across a flower bed of scarlet tulips overrun
by huge ferns and liverworts, a startled macaw clambered in the air beside me, reflecting shining light s from its green and yellow wings.
The sound too has all its meaning that sadly and for the time being, I seem to forget
when awaked, not forgetting anyway, how clear that meaning presents it self out of the
combined ritornellos around me, coming from the little hearts of the brightly feathered
flying creatures and my ever-growing love to them.
Then again, in broad light and awake I let some fragmented memories of such
dreams to guide me and inform me during my following walks.The climbing plants
of Holboellia and Stauntonia flowering more than I have ever seen them before. The
heady scent of the flowers filling the air with notes of cantaloupe melon, cucumber and
jasmine.Their bright purple, edible fruit of these evergreen climbers sit in a family called
the Lardizabalaceae. This family also includes Akebia and Decaisnia. The first of these
is known as the chocolate vine, because of the colour and fragrance of its flowers.
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The three main Totem Buildings where I perform the rituals are Dorset Estate along
Columbia Road, designed by Lubetkin with his partners Skinner and Bailey. The original
13 storey Y shaped blocks with patterned façades of reinforced concrete date from 1955
named after Tolpuddle martyrs and the Fellow Courts huge Estate with its 3 twin buildings. Walking always opened perceptual senses and ears, smells when breathing, acute
visual scope movement, constant slow pace. Time changes or stops or passes very fast.
I was always feeling intense affinity with the small arched Ivy fronds that had formed
around an small wooden wall on the building next to the Y shaped blocks. As if following its beckoning I had placed my self standing still by the protected door. The Ivy’s
dark green aura all around my silhouette Inside my body, the final ports of connection
geared to the leaves hanging over me and breathing together.

•••

London 134G Kingsland Rd

26 June 2014

The drawing of my walks is always a geometric concrete poem, coming up Pearson
St that is crossed twice by Geffrey and Onsby streets, to then arrive to the Appleby St
where the Fellows Court contingent spread before me, with possible directions on both
sides and angles direct squared in quadrature. Just by Appleby St and by its closed angle
to Pearson, is the door to the Secret Garden, a community organisation where I spend
many afternoons when days are too hot to bare indoors. The caretakers of such amount
of trees and plants and flowers, are coming from all the possible small cabinets and
flats from the Estates near by. Their touch and ways to talk to the plants are known to be
curative and also is known that plants, flowers and trees are informing them with specific data, that is later collected in circled conversations and note taking during Sunset
times or bright Dusk at the Secret Garden. The Revolution that should had been realised and was very cleverly aborted, the sleek annihilation of all the subjects that existed
and where strong and for the fray, is the unnamed ghost that floats at every corner at
every tree, plant and flower. The birds are only talking about it. They’re teaching trough
out their Ritornellos, the ideas at the back of each pattern, all is there to be heard, to be
implemented if learnt.
The Secret Garden is keeping a kind of proportion, that the roads, the estates and
the land all around, seem to be unable to control, when all this is growing, all this new
birds and parasites (mosquitos specially) are actually finding entire patches of territories to be able to co-exist peacefully and some how promote each other new sizes and
existences as giant versions of their old selves.
When walking, I some how let the Totems attract me to their sites, not always all
of them are energetically aligned on to my frequency. Sometimes is The Secret Garden
that guides my steps, sometimes the small ever growing lagoons and jungle forest
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coming out from abandoned construction sites overgrowing the crane necks and oxidised dented heads.
During the ever longer raining seasons and monsoons I cover my body and boot my
feet, so that protected I can keep strolling under the million of drops. Used to the rainfall and its constant wetness I can understand the amphibious element that is required
of me. The silence under the water is the time of reflections and meditations. Then it
stops and multiple rainbows appear at the back of the end of the Totems roofs and all
birds starts their amazing songs excited and still wet. Flowers shine, leaves humid and
crisp are bright with emerald greens and all has grown even more. The English garden
birds like the Song Thrush (Turdus philomelos), the Robin (Erithacus rubecula), the
Blackbird (Turdus merula), the Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes)… are all very excited
and their songs richer and the new birds are talking to them in new keys with so much
information!!

•••

London 134G Kingsland Rd E2

2 July 2014

The heat of the last few days has risen, and the sun seems to bite instead of feeding us. The mounting heat is bringing the huge predatory insects out of their lairs all
over the moss that is now covering our buildings. Not only is the growth of all plant
forms has accelerated, also the new secret chemicals that float about in the heated
air. The first freak botanical forms have appeared, recalling the giant tree ferns of the
Carboniferous period, and other lower animal and plant forms.
Some amazing intense bright green permutation of rare plant, has started to grow
between some of the crackled bits of victorian walls that my uncared for house has.
The landlords speculative craze has derived on a totally amoral relation to their possessions as the properties today are more worth if totally derelict, so that they can
put them all down and re-construct on bigger and taller proportions… then, many of
them get stuck on the process as the so many new lagoons that are forming near by
are developing.
For me, to live with all this plants at home is just fine, as I am communicating with
them since on my dreams I been getting a kind of maybe reptilian embedding of some
sort of code. To be able to open such channels I believe it has been essential the intimate adoption of a mental and vital structural procedural ways, based all on Deleuze’s
and Guattari’s complex systems and organisational devises. Not to say that there are
not newer mutant ideas on speed and self forming alien matter that add layers to their
thoughts.
As I am writing this, huge clouds are piling at enormous speed, birds are strangely
silent and an alert has been launched on the Five o’clock news:
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Red Alert Warning: Torrential downpours from severe thunderstorms are threatening to bring flooding back to England and Wales on Saturday, according to a warning
issued by the Environment Agency on Thursday. Both river flooding and flash flooding are feared, with only Devon, Cornwall and Pembrokeshire exempt from the risk.
The warning, along with an extreme weather warning from the Met Office, comes as
Reading University scientists revealed that January to May was the wettest start to a
year in over a century of their records. The winter of 2013-14 was the wettest for at least
250 years. “Heavy rain with isolated torrential downpours may bring some river and
surface water flooding on Saturday,” the EA warned. “Urban areas and small rivers are
most likely to be affected. Flooding of properties and parts of communities is possible
as well as disruption to travel.” The agency had 104 “low risk” warnings of flooding in
place on Thursday morning. The Met Office said: “The public should be aware of the
potential for localised flooding due to the intensity of these storms, although at this
stage the location of the heaviest rainfall is uncertain. Continuous weather records at
Reading go back to 1908, and from January to May recorded 462 mm of rain, 25mm
more than any other year. The January to May period was also the third warmest start
to a year on record.
Climate change is increasing the risk of flooding in England and previous research
showed that severe floods as long ago as 2000 were made twice as likely by global
warming. The coalition government cut annual flood defence spending by a quarter on
entering office. While spending has been increased since, it remains below 2010 levels.
Another long hot, humid and wet week end is coming, I still have so much writing
to do. I’ve been taking notes of all the new species around and all the new urban geographical events. The huge Totem buildings reflect the huge Sun between fast darkened
clouds, when for a second, the Sun hits them. Then, there is all my room shining, all the
plants, and the birds that are now coming to take refuge with me, as they feel too what
is about to be coming soon.
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At the Natural History Museum
Stop!
Stop!
Drink your juice!
Stop! Stop!
Drink your juice!
Stop being a wise ass!
Drink your juice!
Don’t cry,
Drink your juice,
Here’s mommy.
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